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Abstract 

 
  The basic idea behind Lean manufacturing is to eliminate waste, which does not add value to the end product. Any 
garments industry can maximize their profit margin by reducing all types of wastes. Lean manufacturing is one of 
those activities that focus on cost reduction by eliminating non-value added activities. This paper addresses the 
application of lean manufacturing philosophy to the mass production sector with a focus on sewing section of the 
garments industry. The core idea behind the thesis work was to introduce lean manufacturing concept in RMG 
sector of Bangladesh. In this concern, several lean tools & techniques have been applied. The research work extracts   
the common scenario of RMG sector of Bangladesh by depicting the existing pictures of sewing section. This 
research work has identified various types of problems related to waste and various weaknesses of sewing section 
have been measured using specific lean tools as well as performance has been measured in types of  effectiveness, 
time and quality. Waste and Productivity are the two major issues in RMG sector of Bangladesh. In this connection, 
this case study research has conducted. However, this research paper proposes some recommendation for the studied 
garments industry to improve the performance of the sewing section. 
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1. Introduction 
In Bangladesh, RMG sector plays an important role for the economic development of the country. Today, the Ready 
Made Garments (RMG) industry of Bangladesh accounts for more than 70% of its total export earnings and provides 
employment to approximately 40% of the total manufacturing workforce. So, Government should take necessary 
step for successful growth of this sector. One of the major successes of RMG sector in Bangladesh is that they 
produce goods with low labor cost. But to maintain this growth in positive direction it is necessary to ensure proper 
utilization of every resource. In Today’s competitive world, the most important driver for success is time; the 
company that delivers goods with a shorter lead time is the market winner. Financial growth of any company also 
depends upon productivity improvement and waste minimization. So, to gain profit from scarce time and to increase 
productivity as well as to minimize waste it is necessary to adopt new manufacturing concepts and technology in 
every sector of the garments industry and new business initiatives should be taken in this sector in order to stay alive 
in the new competitive market place. Lean manufacturing concepts are widely used among various countries; lean 
principle is also implemented among various apparel industries all over the world. But in Bangladesh, every industry 
runs in a traditional way, RMG sector also does not follow any innovative method of production. So the goal of this 
thesis work is to introduce lean manufacturing concept in RMG sector of Bangladesh and also to identify various 
types of problem related to waste and to picture the existing scenario of the sewing section by using various types of 
lean tools. Waste and productivity are the two major issues in RMG sector of Bangladesh. In this connection this 
case study research has been conducted 
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The term lean as defined by Womack and Jones denotes a system that utilizes less, in terms of all inputs, to create 
the same outputs as those created by a traditional mass production system, while contributing increased varieties for 
the end customer. The manufacture of goods is done in a way that minimizes the time taken to deliver the finished 
goods, the amount of worker required, and the floor space required, and simultaneously it is done with the highest 
quality and at the optimum cost. Finally lean is to produce only what is needed by the customer, when it is needed 
and in the quantities ordered. 
  
1.1 Objectives 
The objective of this research is to investigate how lean manufacturing tools can be adopted to the discrete 
manufacturing system and to evaluate their benefit on a specific application instance. The lean manufacturing 
concept actually comes from Japanese Toyota Production System. The basic idea behind the lean manufacturing 
concept is to eliminate waste. Waste is defined as anything that does not add value to the end product from the 
customer’s perspective. The goal of lean manufacturing is to assist manufacturers to improve their company’s 
operational efficiency and become more competitive through the implementation of various lean tools and 
techniques in various sectors of the continuous production process. The prime objective of the research works are                                                      

• To identify various types of wastes exist in the sewing section of the selected industry. 
• To identify the possible reasons behind time waste and the cause of rejection of garments products in 

sewing section using cause effect diagram. 
• To identify the major reasons behind failure of production in sewing section using Pareto analysis. 
• To identify inventory backlog, unnecessary supplies of materials, unutilized machines using 5S Pillars for 

continuous improvement. 
 
2. Literature Review                                                                                                                                                                        
Lean Manufacturing can be defined as: “A systematic approach of identifying and eliminating waste (non-value-
added activities) through continuous improvement by flowing the product at the pull of the customer in pursuit of 
perfection [4]." Lean thinking focuses on value-added flow and the efficiency of the overall system. A part sitting in 
a pile of inventory is waste and the goal is to keep product flowing and add value as much as possible. The focus is 
on the overall system and synchronizing operations so that they be aligned and produced products at a steady pace. 
Lean manufacturing is a manufacturing philosophy that shortens the time between the customer order and the 
product build/shipment by eliminating sources of waste [4].  
                                                                                                                                  
2.1 Focus on waste                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Waste: Waste is anything that does not contribute to transforming a part to the customer’s needs. The aim of Lean 
Manufacturing is the elimination of waste in every area of production including customer relations, product design, 
supplier networks, and factory management. Its goal is to incorporate less human effort, less inventory, less time to 
develop products, and less space to become highly responsive to customer demand while producing top quality 
products in the most efficient and economical manner possible [4 & 1]. Typically the types of waste considered in a 
lean manufacturing system include: Overproduction: Producing more material than the customer demand or produce 
it before it is needed is termed as over production. Overproduction means making more than is required by the next 
process, making earlier than is required by the next process, or making faster than is required by the next process. 
The corresponding Lean principle is to manufacture based upon a pull system, or producing products just as 
customers order them [4 & 1].  
 
Producing defective products: Making defective products is pure waste. Have to prevent the occurrence of defects 
instead of finding and repairing defects. Defective products impede flow and lead to wasteful handling, time, and 
effort. Production defects and service errors waste resources in four ways. First, materials are consumed. Second, the 
labor used to produce the part (or provide the service) the first time cannot be recovered. Third, labor is required to 
rework the product (or redo the service). Fourth, labor is required to address any forthcoming customer complaints 
[4 & 1]. Motion: Any motion that does not add value to the product is waste. Motion of the workers, machines, and 
transport (e.g. due to the inappropriate location of tools and parts) is waste. Unnecessary motion is caused by poor 
workflow, poor layout, housekeeping, and inconsistent or undocumented work methods [4 & 1]. Processing waste: 
Extra processing not essential to value-added from the customer point of view is waste. Some of the more common 
examples of this are reworking (the product or service should have been done correctly the first time), debarring 
(parts should have been produced without burrs, with properly designed and maintained tooling), and inspecting 
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(parts should have been produced using statistical process control techniques to eliminate or minimize the amount of 
inspection required) [4 & 1].  
                                                                                                           
Transportation: Moving material does not enhance the value of the product to the customer. Material should be 
delivered to its point of use. Instead of raw materials being shipped from the vendor to a receiving location, 
processed, moved into a warehouse, and then transported to the assembly line, Lean demands that the material be 
shipped directly from the vendor to the location in the assembly line where it will be used. The Lean term for this 
technique is called point-of-use-storage (POUS) [1]. Waiting: Material waiting is not material flowing through 
value-added operations. This includes waiting for material, information, equipment, tools, etc. Lean demands that all 
resources are provided on a just-in-time (JIT) basis – not too soon, not too late [1].  
 
2.2 Lean tools 
In this research work different types of Lean Tools, such as: Pareto analysis, Cause-effect analyses, Five S (5S); are 
used to find existing situation and to identify various types of wastes exists in the selected industry which does not 
add any value to the overall production process. These tools are described below:  
Pareto analysis: In nineteenth-century Italy, the Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto observed that about 80 percent of 
the country’s wealth was controlled by about 20 percent of the population. This observation lead to what is now 
known as the Pareto Principle; it is also known as the “80-20” rule. Juran and Gryna applied this concept to the 
causes of quality failures. They stated that 20 percent of the causes account for 80 percent of the failures. In general, 
the Pareto principle, applied to quality, suggests that the majority of the quality losses are mal-distributed in such a 
way that a “vital few” quality defects or problems always constitute a high percent of the overall quality losses [7]. 
The intent of a Pareto analysis is to separate the vital few from the trivial many. Thus, the Pareto analysis can assist 
to identify the most important effects and causes to stratify the valuable data which can be used to prioritize the 
product-process improvement efforts [2].  
 
Cause & Effect Analysis: A cause is a fundamental condition or stimulus of some sort that ultimately creates a result 
or effect. Most analysis are worked in both directions, from cause to effect or effect to cause in order to discover and 
document causes, effects, and cause-effect linkage [2]. Cause-effect analyses are usually summarized in a Cause-
effect (CE) Diagram. The CE diagram was developed by Ishikawa for the purpose of representing the relationship 
between an effect and the potential or possible causes influencing it. The CE diagram, sometimes referred to as a 
“fish-bone” diagram, is an organized or structured picture with lines and twigs (resembling fish bones) used to 
stratify and group causes. The effect is typically contained in a box on the right side, while the causes appear on the 
left side.  
 
Five S (5S) or Work place Organization: 5S is a method to reduce waste and optimize productivity through 
maintaining an orderly workplace and using visual cues to achieve more consistent operational results. This tool is a 
systematic method for organizing and standardizing the workplace. It’s one of the simplest Lean tools to implement, 
provides immediate return on investment, crosses all industry boundaries, and is applicable to every function with an 
organization. [11] The 5S pillars are: (1) Sort (2) Set in Order (Straighten) (3) Shine (4) Standardize (Systemize) (5) 
Sustain. 
 
3. Research Methodology 
The methodology of this research work is a case study research. This case study is conducted in selected a garments 
industry located in Dhaka. The study gives an idea about the existing scenario of the sewing section of the garments 
industry. This study deals about various types of wastes of the industry, more specifically the waste of time. Several 
Lean Tools are used to investigate the existing situation of the selected garments industry that is discussed later. This 
section represents the necessary steps required to perform the case study. The overall steps involved in the study are 
presented below in Fig. 1 with the help of a flow diagram. The information and data collected were sorted and 
arranged so that further study and analysis could be performed. Quantitative data were analyzed by using tables and 
graphs. Various types of information were given as a profile. Some analysis has been shown by Pareto Diagram and 
Cause Effect Diagram. After completion of the data processing, the analysis has been performed. 
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Figure 1: Overall steps of the research study 

The steps involved for the detail analysis are represented by the flow diagram, which is given in Fig.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Steps involved in the detail analysis 
 

Preliminary 
Investigation 

Preparing primary 
Questionnaire 

 

Finding the 
Literature 

 

Investigation 
through the 
Literature 

Preparing final 
Questionnaire 

    Data collection 

    Data processing 
     And analysis 

Identify seven basic waste exists in the sewing section. 

Responsibility behind all these waste is analyzed through Pareto 
Chart. Major reasons behind failure of production are also 
analyzed through Pareto Chart. 

Root causes for various wastes are identified through cause effect 
diagram. 

The existing situation of sewing section is analyzed by using 5S  

Provide guideline for the improvement of sewing section. 
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Finally results from the overall analysis are given and necessary guidelines are provided for necessary improvement 
(productivity, quality, resource utilization, waste minimization) of the sewing section. 
 
4. Findings and Analysis                                                                                                                                                       
 This case study has been conducted in a selected garments industry. This case study deals with various types of 
waste exists in sewing section more specifically time waste. The information as well as data has been gathered 
through the questionnaire, observation and interview. The data and information was collected through the 
observation of the production floor and some past record from the industrial engineering and planning department of 
the selected industry. Finally all data has been analyzed by using various types of tables, graphs and some tools such 
as cause effect diagram, Pareto analysis and 5S. 
 
4.1 Findings of wastes in the sewing section 
After visiting the sewing section of the industry, several wastes are identified and these wastes influence the overall 
production process of the industry. According to lean principle these wastes are discussed as follows: 
Overproduction: Overproduction means producing more than the buyer demands. The corresponding lean principle 
is to manufacture products based upon a pull system, or producing products just as to meet the buyers’ requirement. 
Rejections of fabrics occur at every section of the production, as the process advances. So the management always 
fixes the target of production more than the buyer’s requirement.  
Waiting: This includes waiting for material, information, equipment, tools etc. Several times it has been found that 
sewing operators are waiting for fabrics and other accessories and the main reason for this type of waste is shortage 
or unavailability of fabrics and other accessories. This type of waste is also created due to breakdown of machine 
and power failure. Process constraint is also responsible for this type of waste as time is different for different 
process in a   particular production line.  
Transportation and unnecessary inventory: Material should be delivered to its point of use. Instead of raw materials 
being shipped from the vendor to a receiving location, processed, moved into a warehouse, and then transported to 
the assembly line, lean demands that the material be shipped directly from the vendor to the location in the assembly 
line where it will be used. The lean term for this technique is called point-of-use-storage. On the other hand 
inventory may be defined as a mismatch between supply and demand. The fabrics received from dying and printing 
section are stored temporarily in intermediate space (store section) rather than cutting section. Because there is a lot 
of variation in buyers requirement (style, delivery date, size), On the other hand dying section produce more fabrics, 
which exceeds capacity of cutting section as a result excess fabrics are stored in the store. The fabrics are also not 
received according to the daily demand of cutting section. The fabrics which are daily processed by cutting section 
are not received by sewing section. Some fabrics (after cutting operation)are stored as a inventory in the 
intermediate space(between cutting and sewing section).As cutting section processed 6.4 tons (avg) fabrics per day 
on the other hand sewing section processed 5 tons (avg) fabrics per day. So there is an excess inventory (1.4 tons) 
between sewing and cutting section and therefore point-of-use- storage is not possible.                                                 
 Non-Value-Added-Processing: It includes unnecessary steps of operation, rework etc. Everyday a certain amount of 
alteration of fabrics is occurred in every sewing line and extra time is spending to repair this garments. To reduce 
number of steps it is necessary to ensure that every sewing operator perform their task with less mistakes. 
Sometimes there is a replacement of production due to material shrinkage and GSM (gram per square meter of 
fabrics) problem. Here previous production (before replacement of production) does not add any value. 
Excess motion: It includes poor work flow, undocumented work method. Unnecessary motions refer to the 
importance of ergonomics for quality and productivity. If operator have to stretch, bend, pick up move in order to 
see better, or in any unduly exert themselves, the victim is immediately the operator but ultimately quality and 
productivity. No ergonomics principle is applied in the sewing floor, moreover the operators do not follow any 
standard of operation, so every time excess motion is involved in their (operators) activities. Sometimes operators 
leave his/her work station without any reason which is not desirable for any type of operations.                                
Defect: Rejection, alteration, spot of garments is the common scenario of every sewing floor. Every day average 9 
pieces of garments are rejected in every sewing line. On the other hand average 86 pieces of garments are altered in 
every sewing line. Thus excess cost is involved in rejection and scrap. 
 
On the basis of these seven wastes the following table is constructed. This table represents the responsibility of Man, 
Machine, Material and other problems against various types of wastes. 
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Table 1: Profile-Waste of time in Sewing Section 

Types Reason/ Result Which/ Who is Responsible? 

Man Machine Material Others 
Over Production Produce more than order √ √ √  
Non Value 
Added 
Processing 

More process step √ √   
Rework √ √ √  
Inspection √    

Waiting 
 
 
 
 

Stock outs √   √ 
Lot processing delays √ √ √ √ 
Equipment down time (For maintenance, 
poor m/c quality-so breakdown) 

√ √   

Capacity bottleneck √ √   
Defect Replace production √ √  √ 
Excess Motion Poor work flow √    

Undocumented work method (no 
standard in worker working method) 

√    

Unnecessary 
Transportation 

Transporting 
WIP long distance 

√    

The findings from Table.1 are analyzed by using Pareto Chart which is given in the next section. 
 
4.2 Pareto Analysis 
By using the Table 2 the impact of man, machine, materials and others are determined, which are shown in figure 3 
with the help of Pareto chart. From this Pareto analysis it has been found   that Man is responsible for most of the 
waste and mistakes. Machine fault or breakdown also creates various problems such as failure of production, defect 
of products etc. The remaining wastes are caused by fabrics problem such as shading of fabrics and other problems 
include the shortage or unavailability of fabrics and accessories, material shrinkage etc.   
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Figure 3: Pareto Chart for Different types of wastes caused by Man, Machine, Materials & Others 
 

Some major reason behind failure of production in sewing section: In this research the main concern is sewing 
section of the selected industry. In sewing section production is interrupted for various reasons. These various 
reasons are identified through check sheet and have been analyzed by Pareto diagram shown in Fig.4. From the 
diagram it has been found that most of the time in sewing section (sewing line) production is stopped due to shading 
problems of fabrics which contributes about 30.12%. The others major types of problems causing failure of 
production in sewing section are:  
1. Fabrics and accessories input problem 
2. Power failure 
3. Flat lock machine problem 
4. Measurement problem 
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5. Manpower problem (shortage of worker) 
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Figure 4: Pareto Chart showing some major reasons behind failure of production 
 

4.3 Cause effect diagram for waste of time (failure of production) in sewing section 
The following diagram represents the Cause Effect analysis showing different root causes for time waste. 

 
 

In sewing section, productions in a particular workstation are stopped due to mistakes of operators, as there is a 
variation of operators: some of the operators are experienced, some are newly appointed and these new operators 
make mistake during their operation. Sometimes certain numbers of workers or operators are not available to full fill 
the target of production, so more time is being spent. In sewing section, most of the time there is a problem in Flat-
lock machine among various machines, and a significant time is being waste to repair this machine. Other types of 
machine problem include pneumatic pressure failure, breakdown of needle, needle piping & needle chain stitch 
problem. 
 
4.4 Cause effect diagram for rejection of garments 
The following diagram represents the Cause Effect analysis showing different root causes for rejection of garments. 
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From this figure it has been found that workers, machine & fabrics are responsible for creating garments rejection. 
 
4.5 Findings and Analysis of Five S (5S)  
5S is a method which simplifies the work environment, reduces waste and non-value activity while improving 
productivity, quality, efficiency and safety. The 5S Philosophy focuses on effective work place organization and 
standardized work procedures. The 5 Pillars of 5S are Sort, Set in Order, Shine, Standardise and Sustain. It can be 
applied to any company as a starting point of improvement activities. Daily lives at work encompass activities that 
are affected by 5S and it is important to carry them out in a smooth and efficient way.It is one of the first Lean 
Manufacturing activities that companies implement on their Lean adoption.  As a result individuals are in a better 
more pleasant workplace, greater job satisfaction and the potential for the individual to effect the way their work is 
done and carried out. It increases the company’s product quality, productivity, increased customer satisfaction and 
continued company growth.Checklist for first 3S: The following table (Table 3) shows different types of problems 
which are categorized under Sort, Set in Order & Shine. A variety of rating levels are assigned for different 
problems.  

 
From Table 2 it is identified that, some problems having large rating levels may affect in maintaining capital 
resources & the profitability of the Organization. Through the analysis various problems can be identified & the 
greatest amount of attention can be given on removing all items from the workplace that are not needed for the 
current operations and activities. Have to be arranged all items in such a way so that they are easy to use and label 
them so that they are easy to find and store. Have to keep attention in keeping the work place tidy, sweeping floors, 
cleaning machinery and generally making sure everything stays clean.  
Guidelines to maintain Standardize: Sometimes it is not easy to follow all of the 5s pillars. But while maintaining 
the 5s pillars it is possible to eliminate a huge number unneeded materials, equipments, machines etc, which will                                                                                                                                                                                                  
take a protective step in maintaining capital resources in a systematic way. This will be profitable for the 
Organization. If 5s pillars are maintained & everybody, every worker is concerned about it, they can work with 
comfort & in a systematic way. So Standardize must be followed for 5s pillars.  
To standardize the first 3S in the organization the following steps are to be maintained. 

• Have to maintain and monitor the first three Ss. 
• A Regular audit should be run to find out Excess/unneeded machine, table, basket, trolley are in area. 
• Scores should be assigned for areas of responsibilities. 
• Have to introduce Checklist for all cleaning and maintenance of machines, materials, equipments etc. 
• Have to fix quantities & limits for inventory, machines, materials, equipments etc. 
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• Items required to complete the operation will be located within a very short period of time. 
 

Table 2: 5S Workplace checklist for sewing section 
Rating Level Number of Problems  

Waste is anything other than the minimum 
amount of equipment, materials, parts, space, and 

workers time which are absolutely essential to 
add value to the product. 

Level 4 4 or More 
Level 3 3 
Level 2 2 
Level 1 1 
Level 0 No Problem 

Category Item  
Level Sort Eliminate the clutter; sort out what is not needed. 

 
When in doubt,  

Sort it out! 

Excess/unneeded machine, table, basket, trolley are in area. 4 
Items are present in aisle ways, corners etc. 2 

Excess/unneeded inventory, supplies, materials are in area. 3 
Safety hazard existing in the floor is dust of fabrics. 1 

Set In Order Organize and level, set boundaries and limits.  
 

A place for 
everything and 

everything in its 
place! 

Correct places for items are not clearly marked or labeled. 2 
Items such as trolley, basket for thread and scrap are not marked with 

“return addresses”. 
3 

Aisle ways, unused machines, inventory locations are not marked. 3 

Height and quantity limits are not clearly marked. 2 
Shine Clean everything inside and out.  

 
Inspection 

through 
cleaning! 

Machines are not properly cleaned. 1 
Floors, walls and stairs are not properly cleaned. 2 

 Shortage of appropriate cleaning materials  1 
Lines, safety signs are hard to see. 2 

 
Guidelines to maintain Sustain: Sustain means ensuring and making it a habit that everyone adopts and carries out 
the correct procedures.  
For sustaining purpose the following steps have to be maintained. 

• All workers should have a good knowledge about 5s. 
• Workers should be trained in 5s.  
• Daily 5s pillars principles should be maintained 
•  Maintaining a stabilized the workplace is an ongoing process of continuous improvement.  
• 5s checklists/standards should be followed. 

Once fully implemented, the 5S process can increase moral, create positive impressions on customers, and increase 
efficiency and organization. Not only will employees feel better about where they work, the effect on continuous 
improvement can lead to less waste, better quality and shorter lead times. Any of which will make the organization 
more profitable and competitive in the market place. 
 
5. Conclusion & Recommendations 
This case study research has extracted an overall scenario of the sewing section of the selected garments industry in 
the context of productivity, quality & waste. Today there is no quota system in RMG sector. Today competitiveness 
rather than quotas is determining the market share. So in order to gain the largest market share as well as to sustain 
in the present competitive market it is necessary to improve this sector. As sewing section is the most important 
section among different section of garment industry, so this research study proceeds with a focus on improvement of 
the sewing section among different section. In this connection lean manufacturing concept is applied as a new 
concept of manufacturing in the sewing section of the studied garments industry. Before 5s analysis various types of 
wastes were identified and the reasons behind all these wastes have been analyzed. The analysis shows that in most 
of the time human resource is responsible for the creation of waste. From 5S analysis, it has been found that a lot of 
unnecessary elements exist in the sewing floor such as excess basket, trolley, inventory backlog etc. Sometimes 
items are not put away immediately after use. In few cases height and quantity limits are not clearly marked. 
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Lighting arrangement is also not suitable for the sewing operator. Dust of fabrics exists in air of the sewing section 
which is unhealthy for the worker. As all the workers do not wear mask, so they cannot work comfortably in this 
condition. As a result labor productivity as well as productivity of the workplace is decreased.  
 
This paper is concerned with the sewing section of the selected industry. So recommendations are provided for 
overall improvement of the sewing section. The necessary steps for improvement are given below. Proper and 
adequate training could be provided to the inexperienced sewing operators so that they should have right knowledge 
and consciousness about the operation of various sewing machines. A proper on-time maintenance system should be 
provided for various sewing machines so that it is possible to minimize machine breakdown. Before receiving 
fabrics from cutting section it should be checked properly to ensure that there is no shading & GSM problem in 
fabrics as well as there is no foreign particles exist in the fabrics. To overcome the manpower problem (shortage of 
worker) it is necessary to estimates the optimum numbers of worker require per day by using proper 
method/technique such as simulation. Daily 5S housekeeping should be introduce and maintained properly in 
sewing section for effective workplace utilization and for continuous improvement of the sewing section. 
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